where home comforts are included as standard

WORLDS APART FROM ANY OTHER CITY
Step inside the Cambridge City Hotel and discover a
remarkable space that thoughtfully combines comfort
and warmth with elegance and style. Upon arrival, visitors
can immediately begin to relax and soak up the welcoming
atmosphere.
From here on in, we’ll provide a professional, personable,
round-the-clock service that will put you at ease and have
you feeling rested – however long the journey here has been.

an education in hospitality
Immerse yourself in the history, culture and majestic scenery of this
renowned University City, whose long, fascinating heritage dates
back beyond the Roman Empire. A city brimming with vibrant art
galleries, intriguing museums and magnificent architecture, there is
certainly no place quite like Cambridge – and no hotel quite like the
one standing proudly at its heart.

A place of your own

DIVE IN
This is surely the most fitting base from which to explore such a
captivating city; the perfect platform from which to throw yourself
into a quintessential English adventure. All Cambridge has to offer
is ready and waiting at the doorstep of the Cambridge City Hotel:
the punting excursions and beautiful waterside walks of the
charming River Cam are just a short stroll away; nearby,
the world-renowned university stands in all its prestigious glory;
and the bustling, vibrant business district is ideally close at hand.
A fantastic shopping experience is also to be discovered in this
unique city – Cambridge’s largest shopping centre is in fact mere
yards away from the hotel, housing a wealth of stores and boutiques.
All of this and more can be enjoyed at leisure using the city’s
fantastic bike rental – what a wonderful way to take in Cambridge’s
many sights and sounds.

You can’t help but wake up with excitement in any of the hotel’s
198 expertly conceived bedrooms and suites. A wonderful balance
between contemporary and homely results in unparalleled
accommodation to be savoured every minute of your stay.
All the spacious bedrooms have luxurious en-suite bathrooms,
practical working space for those with limited time for leisure,
Wi-Fi access and plenty of refreshments to enjoy the comfort
of your own room.
Meanwhile, the six impressive suites combine all these features
with a generous and handsome living area – each a luxurious
home-away from home. Warm tones compliment the sleek decor
of these attractive spaces, allowing you to relax in true style.

Feast your eyes

BLOOMSBURY RESTAURANT
Enjoy modern European cuisine at The Bloomsbury Restaurant.
A great destination for informal and relaxed dining, this is the
perfect place to take some time out and savour a wholesome
breakfast, reviving lunch or a delicious three-course dinner.
Using fresh, quality ingredients alongside the best of the
season’s offerings, this dedicated team of chefs ensure the
highest standards of flavour and presentation in every dish.
The friendly, attentive waiting staff take as much pride in their
duties as this kitchen team; their conscientious and proficient
service rounds off the Bloomsbury dining experience perfectly.

Quen your thirst

BLOOMSBURY BAR
Sink into a comfortable chair at The Bloomsbury Bar and
unwind, drink in hand. The relaxed, friendly atmosphere
makes this a place to enjoy both alone and with friends.
Sample a delicious cocktail, sip on a fine wine or savour
a premium spirit from the extensive bar selection.
A popular afternoon hideout, The Bloomsbury Bar also
serves speciality coffees, mouth-watering bar snacks
and indulgent afternoon teas.

GDS Access Codes HO
Amadeus CBGA4F
Galileo/Apollo 2854
Sabre 3588
Worldspan 2639

Mix business and pleasure with our attractive, professional
corporate rooms, designed to cater for any meeting or function
of up to 250 delegates. Holding an event in such light, airy and
stylish surroundings is simply a pleasure, especially with the full
use of our specialist equipment and dedicated event planners.
Fully licensed for ceremonies, the Cambridge City Hotel is an
equally popular venue for holding stunning weddings that will
prove unforgettable for every guest – our dedicated wedding
coordinator will make sure of it.

A venue for any occasion
Get your pulse racing

Designed with both the keenest of athletes and
most infrequent of gym-goers in mind, our
top-of-the-range Fitness Suite is enough to get
anyone’s blood pumping. Exercise enthusiasts
can keep in shape with a collection of quality
fitness equipment that offers both cardiovascular
and muscle-toning work outs. Afterwards, when
high heart rates begin to slow and all that’s left is
that post work-out buzz, a stint in the sauna will
complete the suite experience perfectly.

AND STILL, THERE’S MORE
- Multi-lingual staff

- 24-hour room service

- 24 hour reception desk

- Bars and restaurants

- Concierge desk and doorman

- Laundry/dry cleaning service

- Wi-fi access

- On-site parking facilities/valet parking

20 Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3DT
t: 01223 464 491 | f: 01223 556 519
e: reservations@cambridgecityhotel.co.uk
www.cambridgecityhotel.co.uk

